I’m a highly flexible multimedia communication consultant/trainer/educator who has coached, directed
& field produced students, beginning reporters, veteran anchors and business executives. I can help
nearly anyone improve his/her on-camera performance.
I’ve successfully completed media development/training missions for the U.S. Department of State, the
International Center for Journalists, Internews and IREX. The U.S. Embassy in Damascus tells me I was
the first American to work inside National Syrian Television where I helped top management pinpoint
and correct systemic problems in its broadcast operations. In the Republic of Georgia following the
Rose Revolution, I served as a founding member of the news advisory board to help Georgian Public
Television restructure its news gathering operations. I first advised and then developed the broadcast
curriculum for the School of Journalism at Yerevan State University in Armenia as the school moved
from a theoretical to a hands-on practical approach to journalism education. I taught the broadcast
portion of the school’s new masters in journalism program.
I’m an experienced field/classroom instructor. I relate well to journalists because I’ve spent most of my
career producing stories that matter instead of blather that doesn’t.
I have a long track record of delivering specials, series
and investigations that produce results including some
that have prompted changes in local, state and federal
laws. I was among the first broadcast journalists to
conduct computer-assisted investigations and to train
other journalists in computer-assisted reporting (CAR).
I established one of the first CAR units for an online
news organization - APBnews.com, winner of the first
IRE Award presented to an online news site.
I rode the dot com skyrocket from pre-launch to boom
at APBnews.com where I managed and helped develop
our most successful interactive projects. I project
managed one of the first online textbooks, a joint
venture with Prentice Hall Publishing.
I provided
media
training
for
key
executives
and
served as
Caucausus J-School student Nino Shonia
company spokesperson at multiple tradeshows,
frames up a shot with more than her
conventions and professional meetings (IRE, SPJ.
instructor watching
Freedom Forum). I was in charge of usability testing
for the redesign of the site. It’s often small changes in a site that can make a big difference in
performance.

Courses/seminars taught include: multimedia reporting, television news, videography, broadcast
management, nonlinear editing (Final Cut Pro, Adobe Premier, Avid), video field production, computerassisted reporting, radio news, radio production, media information gathering, documentary.
I have extensive experience managing multiple
projects simultaneously.
I ran my own video marketing company for
three years. Every project began with a cold sales
call. Every campaign achieved its objective(s) on
time and within budget.
Clients included
Oldsmobile, Carthage College, Alta Ski Resort,
Western Zirconium and Fitness Master Exercise
Equipment.
I credit my teaching and training philosophy to
Margie Freaney, the founding academic director of
Journalists at a TV station in Akhaltsikhe,
the Caucasus School of Journalism. When I asked
Georgia get a lesson in nonlinear editing.
her to describe the school’s philosophy she replied,
“We don’t treat students like students, we treat them
like professionals, like reporters.” I take the same approach, and the results have been positive time and
again.
My personal philosophy: Age isn’t a deterrent to innovation; resistance to change and conformity are.
My hero is Thomas Edison. He stopped coming up with new ideas the day he died. I follow his
example.
Education
Nieman Fellow, Harvard University, Cambridge, Massachusetts.
M.A. - Journalism and Mass Communications, University of Wisconsin; Madison, Wisconsin.
B.A. - Journalism and Mass Communications, University of Wisconsin; Madison, Wisconsin.
Selected as the Outstanding Graduate of the School of Journalism.
Experience
Assistant Professor, Kent State University School of Journalism & Mass Communication (Jan
2004 - present) I train multimedia journalists and teach courses in advanced broadcast news, computerassisted reporting, video field production, media information gathering, documentary, etc. Multimedia
elements are incorporated into all courses at Kent. Kent State is a hands-on school; students learn by
doing, not by talking about it. Kent State University has the latest technology (new building, new HD
Studio, converged newsroom) and a faculty dedicated to undergraduate education. A project that
demonstrates the practical approach encouraged by Kent in both the classroom and in faculty
projects is MediaJobPod.org, a web site developed by Prof. Dave Smeltzer and I to provide
practical advice to journalism and production majors about to hit the job-trail. You can check it
at http://www.mediajobpod.org.

President/Owner, 1st Amendment Investigations, Cincinnati, Ohio (1998-present)
Provide media training, investigative/data analysis, video production to a range of clients. Selected
clients include:
U.S. State Department - training mission to Rustavi 2 Broadcasting Company, Tbilisi, Georgia
Rustavi 2, until the Rose Revolution, was the premier independent news organization in the
post Soviet republics. I trained investigative reporters and photographers for Rustavi's
investigative program - 60 Minutes. (video available on request).
Training mission: Georgia’s regional stations. I conducted week and two-week long
training sessions at stations throughout the Republic of Georgia.
Training mission to National Syrian Television in Damascus. Worked individually and in
group sessions to train reporters, photographers and editors. Consistently updated key
managers of my findings. Helped top management pinpoint systemic problems in their
broadcast operations. We reviewed solutions and additional training required to
improve the quality of National Syrian Television.
Return mission to National Syrian Television, September 2003.
Training mission focusing on investigative reporting techniques for Bahamian journalists,
Nassau, Bahamas 2005, 2006, 2008.
Training missing to Ramallah. Marguerite Sullivan of the National Endowment for
Democracy and I provided media training for information officers of the key ministries
of the Palestinian Authority, July, 2007.
International Center for Journalists. I've produced multiple videos for ICFJ which ICFJ uses
for educational, student recruitment and fund raising purposes.
Broadcast reporting/management training mission to Baku, Azerbaijan, February, 2003.
Covering Human Trafficking Across Borders: A Media Training Program for
Azeri and Georgian Journalists, Warsaw, Poland. Provided investigative
training for the broadcast journalists. May 24 - 29, 2004

Caucasus School of Journalism - Tbilisi, Georgia. 2002, 2004, 2005, 2006, 2007, 2008
Train students in all facets of broadcast journalism. Most of these students have never shot
so much as a single frame of video. At the end of the course, all are shooting, editing and
producing stories. See the work of the students at: http://classes.jmc.kent.edu/caucasus
IREX (International Research & Exchanges Board)
Prof. Max Grubb and I did an educational development/media exchange program with
professors at Cairo University, Ahram Canadian University (also in Cairo, Egypt) and the
University of Sana’a in Yemen 2006-2007.
Conducted Multimedia/Video training for journalism professors at Ahram Canadian
University, Cairo, Egypt. 2007.

Baker & Hostetler. Baker and Hostetler is one of the country's most respected law firms. I've
provided a variety of investigative and video services on numerous cases. This
information is confidential and proprietary to Baker & Hostetler, but references are available
upon request. Lawyers at B&H will be happy to discuss the type and quality of services
I’ve provided.
American Public University. APU serves several thousand students and offers a wide
variety of online courses. I've provided media training for APU's top executives,
produced VNR's and investor relations videos, and coordinated media placement for AMU's
video news releases.
School of Journalism, Yerevan State University - Yerevan, Armenia Developed the
broadcast curriculum and taught the television portion of the graduate training program.
Yerevan is moving from a theoretical based curriculum to a practical based curriculum. In
this course, students shot, edited and produced multiple projects. Advisor - 2005, Instructor –
2006, 2007, 2008.
VP Project Development, APBnews.com, New York (1999-2000)
Recruited and set up the CAR unit at APBnews.com. Project managed APB's most successful
applications, conducted media training for its executives, served as account executive for APB's key
provider of crime risk data, coordinated convention and trade show presentations, and managed its
electronic text book joint venture with Prentice Hall Publishing (budget - half million plus). Negotiated
contract and project managed all interactive projects with CAP Index, Inc., country's leading provider of
crime risk assessment data. In its brief existence, APBnews.com won the Scripps Howard Award, the
first IRE Award for online journalism, the Livingston, a Headliners Award and a national SPJ Award.
Investigative Producer, Inside Edition, New York, New York (1996-98)
Investigative Correspondent, A Current Affair, Washington, D.C. (1995-96)
Investigative Reporter/Producer, WCPO I-Team, Cincinnati, Ohio. (1989-95)
- fired from this position along with producer Corky Johnson. We criticized management for being
unethical in spiking an investigation in mid-research that dealt with the power of money in judicial
campaigns and judicial decisions. Unfortunately, our investigation also touched upon politically
powerful people. In firing us, the general manager gave us a document which commented on one
specific case that was a significant part of our research. The station document said after station news
management had reviewed the court record it was clear that the judge had “acted properly.” That’s an
interesting conclusion considering a few months previous the Court of Appeals had reviewed the same
case and found the judge was guilty of an “abuse of discretion” and the Court of Appeals voted
unanimously to reverse and remand. Following our firing, Corky Johnson and I got a call from a
reporter from the Cincinnati Enquirer wanting to do an interview. We set the appointment for 5:00 at
my house. The reporter called back to say his editor would not allow him to do the interview. The next
day, the paper reported neither Corky nor myself was available for comment. That’s journalism
Cincinnati style.
Assistant Professor/General Manager WRFW, University of Wisconsin - River Falls. (1987-89)
Taught courses in beginning news writing (print), broadcast news, radio news, documentary, television
management, television production. Led successful fund-raising efforts to secure money for renovation
and equipment upgrade of master control and studio for WRFW.

President/Owner, Direct Video Marketing, Lake Geneva, Wisconsin. (1984-87)
Clients ranged from industrial equipment manufacturers targeting foreign markets to resort hotels going
after high-end customers. Selected clients include: Oldsmobile, The Abbey Resort, Carthage College,
Fitness Master Exercise Equipment, Alta Ski Resort, Western Zirconium.
Segment Producer, First Camera, NBC, Washington, D.C. (1984)
Washington Bureau Chief, KUTV/KCNC, Washington, D.C. (1983)
Executive Producer/reporter EXTRA, KUTV Salt Lake City, Utah (1977-82)
Special Projects Director/Reporter, KTVX, Salt Lake City, Utah (1976-77)
Reporter/Photographer, WMTV, Madison, Wisconsin (1975)

Awards and Honors













Special Citation from Investigative Reporters and Editors for Online Journalism.
Scripps Howard Award for Online Journalism
Online News Association Award for Online Journalism
Nieman Fellowship, Harvard University
Columbia duPont Awards (2)
Iris Awards from NATPE (3)
Edward R. Murrow Award from RTNDA
Ohio State Award
Gold Awards (2) - Chicago Film Festival
American Heart Association Award for medical reporting
Charles Mott Award for educational reporting
Emmy’s, AP, Cleveland Press Association, regional RTNDA, SDX, SPJ Awards for
Investigative Reporting.

______Selected Reports & Investigations
Clouds of Doubt
This documentary co-produced with Lucky Severson and Susan Lavery, documented the federal
government's cover up of the health effects of open-air nuclear testing. This program was entered into the
Congressional Record and helped prompt Governor Scott Matheson and Congressman Gunn McKay to
call for a Congressional Investigation. "Clouds of Doubt" was awarded the Columbia duPont Award.
Made in the U.S.A.?
This series of reports documented how a Japanese maker of machine tools imported machines from
Japan, labeled them as "manufactured in the U.S.A." and then sold them to the United States
Government in violation of federal law. This report prompted an immediate call for a Congressional
Investigation. Congress subsequently passed legislation to stiffen the penalties for fraudulently labeling
imported items. "Made in the U.S.A." was awarded the Columbia duPont Award.
Inside the Chrysler Minivan Hotline: The Chrysler minivan had a significant safety defect with its
rear-door latch. The door would often fly open upon impact in a collision, throwing occupants out the

back. Our hidden cameras documented the discrepancy between what Chrysler was telling callers to its
minivan customer hotline and what managers of the hotline were telling its own employees. Following
our investigation, the Federal Government (NHTSA) ordered Chrysler to change what it was telling
customers. Chrysler didn't. Our follow up report found Chrysler telling customers the exact same things,
in direct violation of NHTSA's request. The government never bothered to check; we did.
A Special Dance
Because of my previous reports on dance therapy for the handicapped, I was awarded a grant from the
National Dance Foundation to produce a film on the topic. This program, co-produced with Judy Hallet,
was awarded an Iris from NATPE.
The Raleigh Hills Investigation
This half-hour special co-produced with Susan Lavery documented the unethical medical and sales
practices by a chain of alcoholism treatment hospitals and its parent company, Advanced Health
Systems. Advanced Health Systems filed suit prior to broadcast in an attempt to stop the report. The
judge complimented us on our thoroughness and the program went forward. We interviewed more than
one hundred former and present Raleigh Hills employees, from past medical directors to present- day
counselors. They provided first-hand testimony as well as documentation to prove Raleigh Hills was far
more concerned with maximizing profit than with helping patients. Ordinary medical tests were marked
up as much as a thousand per cent. If the bed count was down, counselors were forced to recruit new
patients instead of working with the ones they already had. The program was awarded a Gold Award at
the Chicago International Film Festival.
Chelation Therapy: Cure or Killer?
This two-year investigation of EDTA chelation therapy documented the unscrupulous practices of Dr.
Robert Vance. The program prompted the State of Utah to revoke the license of Dr. Vance to practice
medicine. The American Heart Association awarded the program its highest honor for medical reporting,
the Howard Blakeslee Award.
Congressional Golf: This investigation documented one of the favorite events (the Charity Golf Junket)
for both Congressmen and the lobbyists who want to influence them. Senator Akaka of Hawaii voted to
ban "charity golf perks," then proceeded to play at two such tournaments. We interviewed him as he
walked off the 18th Green. He admitted on camera that golf was a way for corporate lobbyists to "build a
relationship" with him. Following the interview, tournament officials threw us off the course. What they
didn't know is that several of our people were still working as "volunteers" on the course. Those
"volunteers" equipped with cell phones continued to monitor the Congressional Golfers and alert us as to
when the next group was heading for a public crossway where we'd attempt to interview them. We
managed an interview with Congressman Jim Bunning who said there wasn't a single lobbyist in his
group. He was right. There were two, both from Delta Airlines which had flown him to the event free of
charge, first class.
The Great Government Give Away!
This computer-assisted project co-produced with Corky Johnson and Stephen Hill documented how the
Cincinnati Metropolitan Housing Authority had needlessly replaced thousands of stoves and
refrigerators. The Authority then sold the used appliances, some only ten weeks old, for pennies each.
While used appliance dealers were laughing all the way to the bank, the taxpayers were being ripped off
for a couple million. This report also documented how the Authority's inventory system was a joke. This
60-million dollar a year government agency didn't know what inventory it had or where it was.
Following our series of reports, the Authority asked us if we could tell it where selected items were. We
knew. The government agency didn't. Data entry alone on this project took three of us entering data 8
hours a day for two weeks. However, once we had our database, we then had the ability to track not only

the appliances but the people who went with them. This series was awarded an Emmy and received an
AP Award for Investigative Reporting.
The Mexican Pill Pipeline!
In this country, you need a medical reason to get prescription drugs. In Mexico, you don't. Our border
policy allows anyone to bring back across the boarder a "personal supply" of prescription drugs. The
result: prescription pill paradise. Our undercover investigation documented how anyone can buy pills to
abuse, pills like valium, percodan, halcion. We also documented how you could buy date-rape drugs. We
specifically asked the doctor for date-rape pills. He gladly told us what to get and how to use them. As a
direct result of our report, the House subcommittee on crime held hearings on the problem, and
Congressman Steve Chabot introduced legislation designed to put a cork in the Mexican Pill Pipeline.
Is this Working?
Following our series of reports on the building inspection department of Hamilton County, the county
administrator resigned. County Commissioners fired the head of the department along with four
inspectors and ordered the entire department reorganized. This report received the RTNDA Regional
Award for Investigative Reporting an Emmy for Investigative Reporting and an Associated Press
Award for investigative reporting.
Dealers selling Defects!
Every year, car makers issue recalls for a variety of safety problems. So what happens when a car with a
critical safety defect gets traded in, does the dealer repair it? Our computer-assisted investigation
showed Honda dealers selling Honda's with defective seatbelts, Ford dealers selling Fords still having a
recalled ignition switch that could cause catastrophic fires, and Chrysler dealers selling its minivans
without replacing the rear-door latch (a problem that had been associated with more than 40 deaths). The
report received an honorable mention award from the National Press Club for consumer reporting. As a
direct result of our report, the State of Wisconsin changed its used car vehicle labeling law. Used cars in
Wisconsin must now indicate whether a vehicle has any open recalls.
The 12-hundred dollar haircut!
This investigation of Tri-State Beauty College documented how the school was collecting 12-hundred
dollars for students who had no intention of ever attending class. The school would offer people from 10
to 30 dollars and free pizza if they'd come to the school and fill out and submit applications, including a
Pell Grant application. The story prompted an investigation by the FBI and prosecution of the school's
owners by the Justice Department. The Department of Education terminated all federal money going to
the school. The school liquidated its assets and shut down.
Killer Mobile Homes
Mobile homes contain a high level of formaldehyde which can cause severe health problems for children
and anyone suffering from asthma or emphysema. Federal law requires the seller of any new mobile
home to prominently display a health warning in the kitchen of the unit. A Cincinnati dealer, Holiday
Homes was removing those warnings. It not only failed to inform customers of the danger, but also lied
about the dangers when questioned. Our under cover cameras recorded the salesman telling a potential
customer that formaldehyde was "nothing to worry about" that any home could be "aired out in three
days." Medical experts told us that was not true. Following our report, Holiday Homes canceled all
advertising with the station.
Of course I'm sick; it's FRIDAY!
This computer-assisted investigative report documented sick-time abuse in both the Hamilton County
Board of Elections and the Hamilton County Health Department. It led to disciplinary action and the

tightening of procedures in both departments. To pinpoint problems, we entered the sick time records of
more than a thousand employees for a six- month period into a database for analysis. In the Board of
Elections, employees were consistently sick on Friday. Fifty employees called in sick on Friday 239
times in 6 months. The son of the deputy director was sick on Friday seventeen times. All three
administrators were sick more than 30 times each in six months. The data also pinpointed individuals for
our videographers to watch. So we were able to videotape an employee who said he was sick when he
was actually out shopping at K-Mart.
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